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Melbourne is a  stately european-style city that emanates elegance and charm. often touted as one of the world’s 
‘most livable cities’, Melbourne is difficult to describe in just a few words. The city’s laneways are filled with surprises, 
and the generous parklands and wide boulevards make for an enjoyable afternoon stroll. The city’s many fine Victorian 
buildings and café culture add to this european sensibility. 

Melbourne, as many will tell you, is about discovering places that are off the beaten track. yes, there are the boutiques 
and cafés discovered by chance. There are also gems hidden in the basement, or a flight of stairs above street level. With 
the high price of real estate in many large cities worldwide, often the more creative ventures are away from the main 
thoroughfares. curtin House, for example, in Swanston Street in the centre of town, has explored the vertical village 
for a number of years. It contains a variety of cafés and boutiques, offering specialised items. There’s even an outdoor 
cinema on the building’s rooftop.

As well as these gems, it’s important to understand some of Melbourne’s treasures from the city’s beginnings. ‘Marvellous 
Melbourne’ is a city with a rich architectural legacy dating back to the early 1850s. There’s the World Heritage–listed 
royal exhibition Building, with its iconic dome, on the edge of town. There’s also the spectacular dome of the State 
Library, framed by striking contemporary architecture that accentuates its presence. Melbourne is a city of arcades, as 
well as laneways. The Block Arcade in collins Street, the royal Arcade (between Bourke and Little collins Streets), and 
centreway Arcade (between collins Street and Flinders Lane) are popular with locals and tourists alike. With an old-
fashioned teahouses and an eclectic mix of stores, there is lots to explore. Make sure you look, as some of the interesting 
decor is way above eye level. 

Melbourne has one of the greatest tramway systems in the world, allowing for easy travel throughout the city and beyond. 
The city circle tram even has commentary, pointing out particular features or historical facts for the discerning visitor. 
even locals travel on these sometimes, and will often learn something new. The city’s layout is sometimes compared 
to the human body. There are the major and minor arteries, as well as lots of smaller capillaries. And it’s the laneways 
in the centre of town that continue to surprise and enchant those 
visiting the city for the first time. Some of these lanes are covered 
with graffiti, and most are lined with shops and cafés. 

unlike many european cities, where climate sets the agenda both  
in terms of fashion and fine dining, Melbourne offers a temperate 
climate that allows outdoor activities to be embraced through most of 
the year (except at the peak of summer or winter). There is a relaxed 
approach, which is reflected in the contemporary designs.

previous pages: The juxtaposition of the 
city’s traditional and modern architecture.
top left: Crowds enjoying Melbourne’s 
vibrant laneway culture. 
top right: Detail of the Block Arcade’s 
decorative wrought iron and etched glass 
roofing structure.
bottom: The commanding 19th-century Royal 
Exhibition Building and landscaped gardens.
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capturing the essence of Melbourne is a challenge. rather than try and list every great place in Melbourne and every 
‘local’, we have focused on a few of the most fascinating areas. certain areas, such as Fitzroy to the north, continue to 
attract a more artistic and creative audience to Melbourne. In Gertrude Street you will find everything from bespoke 
fashion retailers to cafés and restaurants, many of which draw people from wider Melbourne. South yarra, to the south, 
is a little more sophisticated.

The city centre, of course, is a major focus for this book. Many people living in Melbourne may not be aware of the 
city’s reputation as one of the best in contemporary jewellery. Interwoven with these more recent additions are places 
of historical interest that have made Melbourne the city it is today. Melbourne is synonymous with laneways, not only 

opposite: Northeast corner view from 
the Federation Square plaza, looking across 
Melbourne’s visitor information centre building 
at left.
bottom left: Detail of bronze sculpture 
Beyond the ocean of existence (1993) by 
Loretta Quinn.
bottom right: The mosaic tile sculpture 
created by Deborah Halpern, ophelia (1992), 
on the Southbank promenade.
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for the way they criss-cross the city’s grid-like streets, but the unexpected surprises they provide. Some of the most 
pleasurable outdoor cafés can be found here, with market umbrellas and outdoor heaters to ensure their popularity all 
year round. 

Architecture, both domestic and public in scale, is also a significant hallmark in Melbourne. As well as fine buildings 
from the second half of the 19th century, there is wonderful contemporary architecture from the more recent past. 
From the Australian centre for contemporary Art to rMIt university’s design Hub, these bold designs are not afraid 
of attracting attention.

Southbank is another area worth an afternoon’s exploration. Located on the south bank of the yarra river, what was once 
derelict land is now a vibrant hub with numerous cafés and restaurants. And what better way to appreciate Melbourne’s 
skyline than by promenading along the Southbank Boulevard. Those with a more daredevil approach may even venture 
to the top of the eureka tower apartment building with its extendable glass-bottomed floor to take in the full picture. 

of course, there’s Acland Street, St Kilda, with its many cake stores, and Luna Park just a stone’s throw away. outside of 
Melbourne, there’s the Mornington Peninsula and the Great ocean road for those looking to escape the bustle of the 
city. daylesford, an idyllicf rural township, an hour’s drive north of Melbourne, has its rewards, with its guesthouses, 
fine dining and antique stores. The list is endless.

However, the purpose of this book is to focus on some of Melbourne’s hidden secrets. If you only have a few days to explore 
and can’t possibly see everything, where should you start? Some well-frequented places feature a distinctive sign at street 
level. But many of Melbourne’s unique places are difficult to find, often discovered by word of mouth or simply by getting 
lost. While asking locals is one way of discovering Melbourne, another 
option is this book. Many first-time visitors to Melbourne may rely on 
taxis to take them around, but the places featured in this book are all 
accessible by public transport. The trams have become a popular way  
to seeing Melbourne, appreciating its fine boulevards, such as St Kilda 
road, leading past the city’s Botanical Gardens, a unique landscape 
that extends over many hectares on the fringe of town. or you can 
use your feet and discover what makes the city so special. 

Stephen Crafti

opposite top: St Kilda Road is flanked by the 
well-established Domain Parklands precinct. 
opposite bottom: The city skyline and 
majestic Princes Bridge, viewed from the banks 
of the Yarra River. 
following pages: Waterfront views across 
Southbank, the city’s riverfront hub (left),  
the recognisable Arts Centre Melbourne’s spire 
alongside circular Hamer Hall, just beyond 
Princes Bridge (top right), and a westward  
view down the Yarra River (bottom right).
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In Spring Street, at the top of collins Street, you will also see the old 
treasury Building. Between 1853 and 1857, six million ounces of gold  
were brought under armed guard from Victoria’s gold fields. The com-
mission for the building was given to perhaps the youngest draftsman at 
the time, 19-year-old John James clark who worked in the Public Works 
department. even the most talented architects of today are unlikely to 
be handed such a large project until their careers are well advanced. 

While the rich timber-lined interiors of the old treasury Building 
are impressive, it’s worth taking the lift or walking down the stairs to 
discover the basement. As well as replicas of gold bullion embedded 
in a glass case within the bluestone floors, there are other vaults (10 in 
total) to discover. one of the vaults contains a diorama of Melbourne’s 
past, taken by photographer charles nettleton in 1862. When the banks 
took over the role of storing gold in the 1920s, these vaults were used 
for archival storage. In more recent times, the vaults have also been 
used for a number of cultural functions, including a performance by the 
Melbourne Symphony orchestra. 

Many will be surprised to see the lodgings in the basement once used 
by the caretaker and his family of nine children! These humble rooms, 
complete with original furniture, are a journey back in time. The story 
goes that the children used to play cricket in the hallways.

Spring Street,  

Melbourne  

(top end of Collins Street)

03 9651 2233

www.oldtreasurybuilding.org.au

O l d  T r e a s u r y  B u i l d i n g

interiors and architecture

http://www.oldtreasurybuilding.org.au
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this page: The stunning, metal, glazed and 
sandstone architecture of Federation Square 
is modelled on a deconstructivist style. The 
main square’s paving showcases ochre-coloured 
sandstone from Western Australia. 
opposite: Views of Birrarung Marr, a 
parkland setting between Federation Square 
and the north banks of the Yarra River. Works 
include Deborah Halpern’s two-headed Angel 
sculpture, which comprises 4000 tiles, and  
red centre, by Konstantin Dimopoulos,  
which lights up at night.
following pages: Looking across the Yarra 
River, facing north with a view along Birrarung 
Marr stretching eastwards.
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cafes, bars and restaurants

ross House in Flinders Lane, located between elizabeth and Swanston 
Streets, has a strong architectural presence. originally designed by 
Sydney-based practice Sulman & Power, the late-19th-century building 
was designed for wholesale importers Sargood, Butler, nichol & 
ewan Limited. A small portion of this building is occupied by dukes 
coffee roasters. The traditional-style venue captures the ambience of 
Melbourne in the 1940s and 1950s, when new european-style coffee 
houses started to appear.

It’s often difficult to find a vacant seat or barstool, since it was originally 
designed to seat only 20 people. Many patrons choose to stand or wait, 
hoping a chair will become available. Serving two blends, the milk-
based dukes express Blend, and a ross House Blend (with a percentage 
of sales of each bag of beans from the latter going to ross House), there’s 
a continual buzz.

The floor, for example, features vintage Belgium tiles. The fluted Victorian 
ash walls are recycled and came from a shed outside of Melbourne. The 
venue uses recycled materials, and sustainable methods in the business, 
such as milk on tap, no bottle cartons and biodegradable products. 

The interior of dukes is also reminiscent of the work of some of 
Melbourne’s postwar furniture makers, such as Schulim Krimper and 
later dario Zoureff. But rather than trying to create the past, there’s a 
strong contemporary edge to this delightful coffee house, set among the 
bustle of Flinders Lane.

247 Flinders Lane,  

Melbourne

03 8598 2222

www.dukescoffee.com.au

d u k e s  C O f f e e  r O a s T e r s

cafes, bars and restaurants
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The city’s rich architectural heritage, bridging 
the traditional sculptural forms with some 
contemporary artistic license.



Melbourne is a stately European-style city that emanates elegance and 
charm. The city’s laneways are filled with surprises, and the generous 
parklands and wide boulevards make for an enjoyable afternoon stroll. 
The city’s vibrant café culture and sartorial splendour add to this European 
sensibility. By exploring Melbourne’s bustling streets and laneways you will 
encounter a rich architectural legacy and extraordinary contemporary artistic 
flair. There are also gems hidden in the basement of a building, or via a flight 
of stairs leading above the street. Make sure you look up, too, as some of 
the interesting decor is way above eye level.

Capturing the essence of Melbourne is a challenge. Many of the city’s unique 
places are difficult to find, often discovered by word of mouth or simply by 

Melbourne Secrets 
Cuisine • Culture • Fashion • Interiors
Stephen Crafti

getting lost. Rather than try and list every great place and every ‘local’, this 
book focuses on a few of the most fascinating areas and their attractions. 
Melbourne Secrets tempts the reader with a taste of the delights this capital 
has to offer, through lavish photography and insightful suggestions.

This book trails two very successful books in the series, Paris Secrets 
and Rome Secrets. This latest volume is a modern guide for the urban 
aesthete—it’s perfect for those who are already in love with Melbourne, or 
those planning a memorable first visit—it is both a beautifully illustrated 
travel resource and a love letter to the city that captures Melbourne’s unique 
history and atmosphere in spectacular detail.
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